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If several hundred UNARMED U.S. citizens who entered their Capitol to 
protest a dishonest election can be considered an "INSURRECTION," 
then 8,000,000 foreign nationals who illegally entered this country in 
the last 2.5 years can surely be considered an "INVASION" under Article 
4, Section 4 of the Constitution. 

Joy Behar -- the dumbest and ugliest Jewess around -- blamed Donald 
Trump for the Hamas terrorist attack on Israel, and all the other empty-
headed morons on "The View" nodded in agreement like trained seals.  
The silly females on "The View" are living and breathing examples of why 
the Framers of the Constitution DID NOT INCLUDE SUFFRAGE FOR 
WOMEN IN THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT.  

Appointing David Weiss as Special Counsel to investigate Hunter Biden 
is like New York City appointing Typhoid Mary to be its Public Health 
Commissioner, or Jeffrey Dahmer's appointment as an Executive Chef 
at a Michelin Five-Star restaurant.    

Some of the same labor unions that endorsed Joe Biden in 2020 are now 
striking for higher wages because Biden's double-digit inflation has cost 
each of them about $4,600 per year in purchasing power.  A pox upon 
both their houses.  

Citing what it calls the "racist policies" of Florida Governor Ron 
DeSantis, the nigroid fraternity Alpha Phi Alpha cancelled its 
reservations to hold a national convention in Orlando in 2025.  Now, 
Florida residents needn't lock-up their valuables that week.  As one 
very funny guy put it, "It's pretty hard to argue Governor DeSantis isn't 
making Florida a better and safer place to live..."   



God doesn't necessarily choose those with the purest of hearts to 
effectuate His Will, He chooses those with the necessary talents and 
temperaments.  He would probably not have chosen Saint Francis of 
Assisi to drain the Washington cesspool, but He almost certainly DID 
choose Donald J. Trump for that job. 

 

 

 

"Democrats" and their Jews' Media allies feigned outrage when Senator 
John Kennedy (R-LA) read several passages from the book Gender Queer 
on the Senate Floor.  Each passage consisted of lurid and explicit 
homosexual acts described in great detail.  However, NONE of Kennedy's 
critics have ever expressed similar outrage that such books have been 
made available to GRADE SCHOOL and JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL students 
in many public school libraries. 

After several consecutive months of decline, inflation increased to 3.7 
percent in August from 3.2 percent in July.  Gosh, could it have anything 
to do with that misnamed $1.2 Trillion "Inflation Reduction Act," 



passed by Democrats and RINOs, which forced the printing of 
hundreds-of-billions in new money and immediately poured those 
dollars into spending streams? 

I think Biden intends to resign if things become increasingly desperate, 
and then Kommie Harris will pardon him.  (Maybe Hunter, also.) He 
doesn't look at all like a man running for reelection, and he has no 
campaign staff.  He spends most of his time vacationing while Rome 
continues to  burn.  He often has a smug, "cat who caught the canary" 
look, which either means the pardon fix is already in, or he knows Obama 
will reactivate "Democrat" vote fraud machines in 2024. 

During the 2023 Ryder Cup competition held in Rome between top pro 
golfers from the U.S. and Europe, the European crowds rudely 
applauded missed putts and poor shots by the American team.  
Perhaps Europe needs to be reminded which nation it was that spent 
blood and treasure to save their asses three times in the 20th Century.  
(Editor's Note:  The third time was in November of 1983, when The 
Gipper ordered Pershing II Theater Nuclear Weapons placed in Western 
Europe to counter Soviet SS-20s.  This, ultimately led to the 
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Force Agreement (INF) in 1987, and the 
abolition of an entire class of "theater" nuclear weapons in Europe.) 

Gun crimes have steadily increased in California, despite that state 
having the strictest gun laws in the nation.  This is real world evidence 
that gun control legislation ONLY disarms law-abiding citizens, while 
enabling dangerous criminals who will NEVER obey the law. 

Dozens of "student groups" at once-prestigious Harvard University 
voted to support Hamas after its savage, barbaric and unprovoked 
terrorist attacks upon Israel in October of 2023.  Officially, Harvard has 
now exposed itself to be a moral and intellectual wasteland. 



I wonder:  How many American Jews who lost family members and 
friends in the Hamas terrorist attack on Israel are "Democrats" who 
voted for Joe Biden?  Elections have consequences, and in the case of 
Biden's failed presidency, profound consequences... 

Rep. Greg Steube (R-FL-17) announced on Fox Business News that he 
intends to file an impeachment resolution against The Big Guy with the 
House Judiciary Committee.  His resolution is based on charges of 
bribery, extortion, fraud and racketeering.  (Well, at least Biden doesn't 
appear to have killed anyone yet, in contrast to at least one prominent 
former "Democrat" presidential candidate...) 

 

 


